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The world’s most celebrated hacker delivers the lowdown on today’s most serious security weakness–human nature
"Finally someone is on to the real cause of data security breaches–stupid humans … Mitnick … reveals clever tricks of the ‘social engineering’ trade and shows how to fend them off."
     –Stephen Manes, Forbes     

"A tour de force, a series of tales of how some old-fashioned blarney and high-tech skills can pry any information from anyone. As entertainment, it’s like reading the climaxes of a dozen complex thrillers, one after the other."
     –Publishers Weekly     

"Mitnick provides hair-raising examples of social engineering–disgruntled employees stealing top-secret research, smooth-talking con men acquiring data on next-generation explosives for terrorists–and explains how to combat it."
     –Angela Gunn, Time Out New York     

"He was the FBI’s most-wanted hacker. But in his own eyes, Mitnick was simply a small-time con artist with an incredible memory [and] a knack for social engineering… This is Mitnick’s account, complete with advice for how to protect yourself from similar attacks. I believe his story."
     –Simson Garfinkel, Wired     

       About the Author
   Kevin Mitnick is the founder of Defensive Thinking, an information security firm, and speaks widely on security issues. He has appeared on 60 Minutes and elsewhere in the media, and his exploits have spawned several bestselling books, including The Fugitive Game.    

    William Simon is the bestselling author of more than twenty books.       
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Database of Piano Chords: An Engineering View of Harmony (SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Springer, 2013

	Database of Piano Chords: An Engineering View of Harmony includes a unique database of piano chords developed exclusively for music research purposes, and outlines the key advantages to using this dataset to further one’s research. The book also describes the physical bases of the occidental music chords and the influence used in...
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Site Engineering WorkbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A study guide to help you master the principles and practices of site engineering


	Whether used in conjunction with the Sixth Edition of Site Engineering for Landscape Architects or on its own, this Workbook is an invaluable learning resource for students and instructors, as well as for professionals...
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Formal Modeling and Analysis of Timed Systems: 6th International Conference, FORMATS 2008, Saint Malo, France, September 15-17, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008
This volume consists of the proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Formal Modelling and Analysis of Timed Systems (FORMATS 2008). The main goal of this series of conferences is to bring together diverse communities of researchers that deal with the timing aspects of computing systems. Both fundamental and practical aspects of timed...
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Bayesian Biostatistics and Diagnostic MedicineCRC Press, 2007


	Bayesian methods are being used more often than ever before in biology and

	medicine. For example, at the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer

	Center, Bayesian sequential stopping rules routinely are used for the design

	of clinical trials. This book is based on the author’s experience working with

	a variety of...
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Environmental Modeling: Using MATLABSpringer, 2007
The book has two aims: to introduce basic concepts of environmental modeling and to facilitate the application of the concepts using modern numerical tools such as MATLAB. It is targeted at all natural scientists dealing with the environment: process and chemical engineers, physicists, chemists, biologists, biochemists, hydrogeologists, geochemists...
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Integrated Circuit and System Design. Power and Timing Modeling, Optimization, and SimulationSpringer, 2011

	Welcome to the proceedings of the 20th International Workshop on Power and TimingModeling, Optimization and Simulations, PATMOS 2010. Over the years, PATMOS has evolved into an important European event, where researchers from both industry and academia discuss and investigate the emerging challenges in future and contemporary applications,...
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